Notes February 16 (1)

- Past years’ finals are posted; quizzes to follow
- HW3 grades should be up before Thursday class
- Nick will have a PA3 session tomorrow (Wednesday) 5-7pm, location TBA
  - No extension of the PA3 deadline due to DeCAF. I have checked with other CSE instructors on this.
  - 12 people at Nick OHs yesterday were doing okay on the PA
  - One (?) syntax question submitted so far
- Help reminder from 2/9: “If you feel you need a 1-1 or 1-k (k a small number) appointment with a reader-tutor, please email Mingyu and Rishikesh, with cc to me. This should be doable (earlier is better than later !!!).”
  - Update: one request so far
- Schedule improvement/tweak: Flow and LP are this week to better align with HW4 and to allow a “consolidation” of DP next Tuesday, after some time to think about it…
  - Two “consolidation” dates now in schedule (Lecture 14, Lecture 19)
Notes February 16 (2)

- How do you prove to someone that you’re a millionaire?
  - Easy: write a check for cash, and walk up to a bank teller, and cash it!

- How do you prove to someone that you’re NOT a millionaire?
  - Not so easy....

- If I claim to you “Here is a solution to your Traveling Salesperson Problem instance that requires only 1000 miles of travel by the salesperson”, can you check my claim efficiently?
  - Problem may be “intractable”, but answer can be “checked efficiently”